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Abstract
As the wave energy industry progresses towards commercialization, research and development efforts to characterize and improve reliability of
wave energy converters (WECs) have increased. Issues with reliability and
survivability of WEC designs have previously led to setbacks for WEC development and implementation. Moreover, component or system failure rates
directly affect capital costs, operational costs, and power production. Therefore, designing WECs to withstand highly energetic wave conditions without
over-engineering them is critical to overcoming industrial and development
challenges and enabling their implementation.
Despite the importance of considering reliability in WEC design, it is
often considered secondary to power production. Maximizing power production across sea states can increase revenue potential, but also loads and
costs. Thus, power production and component reliability should be considered simultaneously throughout the WEC design process. Particularly in
device geometry design, there is an opportunity to reduce structural and
PTO loads [1]. Ensuring that WECs perform as they were designed for their
intended lifespan, while decreasing levelized costs of energy, is integral to
improving their feasibility.
In previous work, WEC hull geometries have been optimized for cost and
power production, where costs varied with device size [2]. Reliability-based
design optimization of hull geometries has not yet been explored, but would
allow for hull geometries with advantageous reliability scores to be prioritized,
balancing cost, power production, and reliability objectives. However, to
develop this optimization method, we first need to develop analysis methods
that relate environmental loads the WEC experiences to its reliability, as
well as evaluate the sensitivity of its reliability to varying hull geometries.
In this study, we explore the relationship between WEC floater geometry
and Power Take-Off (PTO) reliability, focusing on developing a reliability
assessment method to evaluate PTO failure.
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To complete this analysis, we leverage previous work that generates WEC
hull geometries and performs hydrodynamic analysis, from which power production and PTO forces for each geometry can be obtained [2, 3]. From
this PTO force time series, we then use Rainflow Counting and appropriate
S-N Curves to count the number of fatigue cycles and relate it to Damage
Equivalent Load metrics. The flexible definition of the WEC hull geometry
allows us to evaluate and compare several hull shapes and their resulting
PTO damage. This study will provide insight about how hull geometries
affect PTO damage, and enable future work incorporating this reliability
assessment method within a geometry optimization process.
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